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&quot;Odds against&quot; redirects here.
 In mathematical terms, where p is the probability of the outcome:
 Wagering 1 at 1:1 (Evens) pays out 2 (1 + 1) and wagering 1 at 1:2 pays out 3 () Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 656 Td (1 + 2).

 That value may be regarded as the relative probability the event will happen, e

xpressed as a fraction (if it is less than 1), or a multiple (if it is equal to ) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 604 Td (or greater than one) of the likelihood that the event will not happen.Example 2

 For example, given that there is a pattern of odds of 5/4, 7/4, 9/4 and so on, 

odds which are mathematically 3/2 are more easily compared if expressed in the e

quivalent form 6/4.
 Therefore, the decimal odds of an outcome are equivalent to the decimal value o

f the fractional odds plus one.
 To calculate decimal odds, you can use the equation Return = Initial Wager &#21

5; Decimal Value[13].
Moneyline odds are often referred to as American odds.
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Focus on Beating Smaller Markets
 It&#39;s one of the most efficient markets in all of sports.
As many of you know, I love betting player props because it&#39;s an exploitable

 market.
 The transition from fantasy football to the player prop market also wasn&#39;t 

a difficult one and the lines are so much less-efficient than spreads or totals.
 Also, to be entirely honest, unless you are absolutely burying the book you won

&#39;t get limited for a while.
 Betting this amount consistently allows for variance to play out without going 

broke.
5, you got 1.
Thanks for reading and if you have any questions about where to start betting on

 sports or anything I wrote in this piece feel free to message me on twitter Con

norAllenNFL
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